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1. HIIT and You
High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) is currently very much in vogue and for good
reason. It’s great for weight loss and strength, while improving overall health. It can be
used by almost everyone from beginners to top athletes and there is a huge range of
exercises that can be included in a HIIT session. These can include bodyweight, TRX,
weights, running, cycling, and all manner of aerobic and stretching movements.
However, you may notice if you read a few articles on HIIT that there can appear to be a
whole language associated with interval training. There can also seem to be a lot of
disagreement about how it should be done properly.
Don’t get caught up in this. Sure, there are some technical terms, but these are mostly
associated with how the ideas developed. You don’t really need to know about this to
use HIIT effectively. And see the apparent differences in opinions as to how HIIT should
be done as having more to do with the fact that it is a very flexible approach to exercise
and so different practitioners will do it differently.
Let’s start with some facts about you. You want to make the best of your time when
exercising and you also want to get as much out of the efforts you put in as is possible.
However, no matter how fit you might be, working out as maximal intensity for an
extended amount of time is just mot physiologically possible.
As a newcomer, you will soon reach your limit. As you get fitter you will be able to keep
going at a higher level for a longer period of time than when you were starting. But no
matter how fit you are, you cannot work at your maximum for a long period as your
maximum will have moved far beyond where it was in the beginning.
There is a clear lesson. Working out by using ever-tougher routines for longer durations
is not the best use of the time or the effort you are putting in. This is particularly the
case if you goal is weight loss. Working longer won’t help you to shed fat faster. You
need to rethink your fitness plan. It turns out that HIIT is a much more effective way to
go about it.

What is HIIT?
A HIIT routine involves working at a higher intensity than you would normally, but for a
much shorter period of time than in traditional routines. A HIIT routine is composed of
high intensity moves that target all parts of the body. These are undertaken quickly and
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in quick succession for short periods of time. However, an essential element of HIIT is
that there are frequent short rest periods between the exercises. These rests are long
enough to allow sufficient recovery to enable you to undertake the next exercise in the
routine but are sufficiently short to prevent your body cooling down or your heart rate
slowing. Think ‘just enough time to catch your breath’.
Typically, an exercise and rest period will together take about 1 minute in total and the
full routine will be done in about 20 minutes or less, including short warm-up and cooldown periods. However, this is flexible.
A further element of HIIT is that it aims to minimise the requirement for special
equipment, although some basic equipment such as a floor mat, towel, basic weights
and perhaps a skipping rope may be used. Some way to time your routine precisely will
also be required.
HIIT also aims to avoid complexity in terms of the exercises. Each exercise typically
includes four or less simple movements so as to enable you to move quickly between the
exercises without set-up or mistakes. A routine will involve 6 to 8 exercises. But this
simplicity hides the fact that it’s important that the moves are done correctly so as to
get the best out of the routine while avoiding injury.
The sequencing of the exercises within the routine is also relevant so as to allow you to
alternate between aerobic exercises focussed on endurance and resistance exercises to
build strength and balance. Of course, some exercises include elements of both. The
routine should also target all the major muscle groups in the body although this can be
customised to meet the requirements of each individual.

Getting Started with HIIT
The design of a HIIT workout is to help you to lose body fat while retaining body mass,
strengthen your cardiovascular system and develop your ability to endure a high level of
intensity activity for a longer period. It is designed in a way that fits in with a busy life
but does not require specialised equipment, a lot of preparation, or expensive gym
memberships.
However, this does not mean you can just launch into doing HIIT. The whole purpose is
to improve the efficiency with which you are exercising by making the maximum of the
time and effort you are putting in. To achieve this it is important that the routines are
designed correctly with the proper exercises. It is also important that each exercise is
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performed correctly and that the time discipline is enforced. Furthermore, similar to
most other exercise routines, HIIT requires that it is supported by a correct diet and
lifestyle. In fact, paying attention to your diet is even more important for HIIT that most
types of exercise.
The results obtained with all exercises – whether it be weight loss or muscles gain –
depend crucially on diet. This is true with HIIT. But it is also important that you follow a
correct diet in order to be able to undertake this type of exercise. After all, high intensity
is not easy. But without intensity HIIT is only a short workout from which you will see
limited progress compared to other types of exercise.
All these ideas are important but the key point about HIIT is the distinctive timing of the
routine: short bursts of high intensity activity followed by short periods of rest. This is
the case irrespective of your level of ability. Get this right and all else will follow. So, the
first thing you should learn is to keep it simple. HIIT works because of its basic structure.
But having said this, there are some essential elements of HIIT that you should know and
follow.
Mindbodyness.com offers a free video course to introduce you to HIIT. Click here or on
the image below to get immediate access to the course.
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2.

Ten Essential Requirements for HIIT

(i)

Start Slowly with Short Intervals

The central idea of HIIT is to alternate between the brief periods of intense activity and
then rest. But what constitutes a brief period? And how much of your time should be
given over to recovery?
With HIIT, less can be more. This is the case when starting but it is also relevant for all
levels of ability. The important goal is not that the intense periods are long relative to
the rest periods or that you work out for a prolonged period. The goal is to ensure that
you are able to give it all during the intense intervals and can continue to do so
throughout the workout. The benefits arise from the intensity and the intervals should
be enough to allow you to recover sufficiently to give it all in the next interval. If you are
not doing this, you are not doing HIIT. You are just doing a short workout.
It’s perfectly fine for the rest period to be 2 or 3 or more times as long as the interval for
a beginner. As you get better you can adjust this and aim for the intervals to be twice as
long as the rest periods after a number of months. So, when starting, it’s not only
allowable, but is recommended, that you might go all out in intense exercise for 20
seconds or less, and then recover for 40 to 60 seconds.
This might not seem like enough at the start of your first session. Don’t be fooled. It will
seem a lot 10 minutes later if you are giving it everything. So start with timings that are
within your ability, then build up slowly. This will give you the benefits of HIIT – because
you will be able to do it – along with reducing the risk of injury and preventing your body
from burning out. You’re never going to get to 60 seconds of intensity followed by 30
seconds of recovery. So put this way of thinking out of your mind.

(ii)

Keep the Workout Short

How long is a typical exercise workout? It depends of course on what is involved. If it’s
a run it might be a couple of hours, weights an hour, and an aerobic-type class, such as
spinning, perhaps a bit less. With HIIT you are working with a very different time scale.
At the start, your total workout, including the recovery periods, should be 10 to 12
minutes. Add warm-up and cool-down to this and you’re still under 20 minutes.
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After a few weeks you can build up to 15 to 20 minutes for your routine. Don’t even
think about more at this stage. If you go for too long a workout you will either safe
something to be able to keep going or your performance will fall considerably after 15
minutes or so. This is the opposite of what you should be doing with HIIT. Short and
intense is the essential requirement for a HIIT workout.

(iii)

Always Warm Up Adequately

If you go and just start doing your exercise routine without warming up you will not get
the benefits. You increase the risk of injury and your body will take time to get up to
performance level. Plus, your recovery will take longer. This is particularly the case with
HIIT as you need to push your body well beyond its usual level of performance, and
beyond where it feels comfortable right from the very first minute.
Once you start a HIIT workout, there’s no time for taking it easy to allow your muscles to
warm up. You must be warmed up before you start with your body ready for action. So,
a proper warm-up – and cool-down – are essential elements of HIIT.
Also, don’t forget the HIIT is a full-body workout. This means you must warm up all your
major muscles groups including those in the upper torso, core and lower body. Be sure
to use dynamic stretches. If you are unsure what this means have a look at the free
online course ‘Start Stretching’. This short course will introduce you to proper stretching
techniques that are a basic first step towards undertaking a fitness program. And don’t
ignore your joints in in your warmup. Get flexibility into your neck, shoulders, wrists,
hips, legs, and ankles with circular movements.
It’s also a good idea to design your HIIT routine so that you move easily from the warmup
to the exercises. Do this by making a light cardio-type exercise the last one in your warmup. A light ‘on the spot’ jog for 20 seconds or arm swings would be appropriate. Then,
ensure that the first exercise is a high cardio move that will get your heart and breath up
to speed quickly. Examples include skipping, high knees or jumping jacks.
A similar approach should be used when deciding on the final exercise in the program as
it should prepare you for the cool-down stretches. So, perhaps finish with a stationary
exercise such as sit-ups before moving to your cool-down after a short recovery period.
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(iv)

Recognise the Importance of Speed and Intensity

Performing exercises at a greater pace than usual with rapid movements between
repetitions are essential to doing HIIT properly. This means there are two requirements
for a HIIT program.
First, the exercises need to be simple to remember, easy to perform and easy to move
between. You must not include an exercise that requires you to move your location any
distance or that requires specific equipment beyond very basic equipment. So, avoid
exercise machines as much as possible or anything that might need you to change a
setting. Restrict the equipment to basics such as a mat, small free weights (dumbbells
and kettle bells), battle ropes or a skipping rope. Basic machines such as a stationary
bicycle, a bench or a step are also fine. For a starter, the best equipment is your own
body. Bodyweight exercises are big in HIIT.
Second, you need exercises that you can perform more quickly than might be
comfortable. Burpees, mountain climbers, and jumping jacks are good examples.
However, it is a good idea to include at least one slow exercise such as a crunch or sit-up
into a routine. In general, exercises such as yoga balance poses, wall sits and fixed or bar
weights are not great in HIIT as it is difficult, or dangerous, to try to do them quickly and
your form will soon suffer.

(v)

Always Prioritise Your Form

Your form means how well you are doing each of the exercises, that is, your technique.
There are different aspects to this depending on the exercise in question. If you lose
form you lose the benefits and you greatly increase the risk of injury, particularly if you
are really pushing yourself. Speed and intensity are central to HIIT, but you should not
try to increase the intensity of your workout by losing form. In this, HIIT is no different
to any other approach to exercise. Be warned. Focus on your technique.
Maintaining proper form, and trying to improve in this regard, is actually more important
than the number of reps you can manage or any increase in this regard. Always monitor
your form and measure your progress firstly in terms of how well you are doing each
exercise. You are better off not exercising if you’re going to do it with bad technique.
This is the case irrespective of your experience of level of ability. “Form first, speed
second” should be your motto. Otherwise, don’t touch HIIT.
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(vi)

Stay Within your Fitness level

If you’re taking up HIIT for the first time, or starting back to exercise after a long layoff,
be careful to match your routine to your current fitness level. This starts with the goals
you set yourself. Unrealistic goals are a sure road to loss of motivation and injury. The
fact that HIIT workouts emphasise intensity make this doubly important. Pushing
yourself beyond what’s comfortable is part of the idea. But if you push too much, too
hard, too early you will greatly increase the chance of injury and burnout.
It’s a fine balance. The key is to listen to your body and always remain willing to readjust
your training as needed. This is far more important than following slavishly a set workout
or program from an instructor.
A further important point is that when beginning HIIT, and for the first couple of months,
keep a close eye on your heart rate. Know your appropriate target heart rate and ease
back of stop altogether if you need to. Don’t be disappointed if you don’t reach a target,
provided you did your best. This is not a failure and should disappoint no one. If you
don’t make a target, chances are the target was incorrectly set. Revise it and start again.
Remember that expectations should always be flexible. Keeping this rule is not optional.

(vii)

Time Your Workout Accurately

You need to monitor yourself during HIIT in a way that is not usual in most exercise
programs. Rapid movement between exercises and between activity and rest periods is
central to HIIT. You need to get the timings right. So you’re going to need some way to
do this.
If you are working with a trainer or in a class this is already sorted for you. Timing will
be their responsibility. But if you are on your own, sort this out beforehand. A watch or
wall clock will do for a start, but if you are in the middle of a 20 second intense activity
period, or in your 10th such period in a routine, it will become difficult to keep the timings
right if you have to keep glancing at a clock.
Some sort of timing device will be required and there are devices that you can set for
specific program lengths on the market. You just need to set it once before you begin,
press start, and get going. It will let you know when to take a recovery period and when
to get going on the next exercise.
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(viii)

Monitor Yourself, and Your Progress

You should try to monitor your progress and adjust your HIIT routine accordingly. If you
don’t, you are unlikely to be working at your maximum capacity either because your
program is too easy or too difficult. There are 4 four basic ways you can increase the
intensity of HIIT once you get going on a programme:
•
•
•
•

Increase the length of the activity intervals, both absolutely and relative to the
length of the rest period;
Increase the weight used in any exercises where weights are involved or increase
the range of movement in others;
Increase the number of times you repeat a movement (the number of reps) in an
activity period without increasing the length of the period; and
Introduce exercises that require a higher level of ability to perform.

You can do all of these but increasing the number of reps in a set time, is the easiest to
apply. It is also the only one where you can make a change once you have begun the
routine – you can try to speed up at any time – and it can be applied to almost any
exercise you will be doing. After this, increasing the length of each activity period relative
to the rest intervals, is the best way of increasing intensity.
Increasing the number of reps requires that you monitor what you are doing and so it is
a good idea to get into the habit of doing so right from the start. Then have a target for
each exercise interval in your mind. Don’t be obsessive about counting. But do be aware
of how much you are managing on each exercise and how much you can do.
Simply adding some weight is probably the easiest way to make your workout harder,
but you need to plan this in advance. You can choose heavier equipment, body-weights
or higher resistance levels on any equipment. You can also be flexible such as having
higher weights on the first circuit of a routine.

Use the ‘Talk Test’
HIIT is about pushing yourself to your limit for a short time. Everything you have –
energy, strength, willpower and attention – should be going into the workout. If you can
speak more than a couple of words such that you could hold even the briefest of
conversations and be understood while doing the routine, you are not giving it
everything. That’s quite a target. It’s the ultimate way to monitor your input. It’s also
what HIIT requires.
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(ix)

Find Sources of Motivation

This applies to any type of exercise. One of the benefits of HIIT is that it is fairly quick
acting in the sense that you will soon see results in terms of your ability and moving
towards your goals. But for real results, consistency is the key. Plus, always remember
that HIIT is part of an exercise program that should be supported by dietary and lifestyle
choices. You need motivation for all of these, but you may need additional motivation
for HIIT due to the need to push yourself beyond your comfort levels.
You have various options. One is to find a partner. The interval nature of the routine
means that you can work with a partner on alternative activity and rest intervals. That
will certainly make you keep to the timings and such programs are easy to design. A
second possible motivator is to get your mood up. Music is the best way. Just make sure
that the music you choose is upbeat and motivational, not just what you like to listen to.
If these are not working try joining a HIIT class or booking an instructor. For a complete
beginner this can be a good idea as you will learn technique better and get to a level
where you feel more confident going it alone.

(x)

Don’t Overdo it on HIIT

Give it everything during a HIIT routine, without injuring yourself of course. Then allow
your body to recover. This does not mean taking the evening off before going to HIIT
again the next day. It means that you should not do HIIT sessions more than twice a
week and once is probably enough for a start. Even if you are already fit or used to HIIT,
you should not be doing it on consecutive days.
There’s no point in breaking this rule. Your body will not be able to perform, and you
will just be doing a short workout poorly. There’s no gain and you will not be able to do
a proper HIIT session. This also means that HIIT is always going to be just one part of
your fitness routine. It is not a complete approach to fitness.
HIIT should be used in conjunction with other approaches to fitness. These should
include other cardio activities – spinning or running, for example – and
weights/resistance exercises. It may seem that you are using similar muscles, or even
doing similar exercises. But this is not the point. The essential element of HIIT that needs
to be avoided on successive days is the intensity of the short periods.
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3.

Exercises Suitable for HIIT

Below are descriptions of just a few of the exercises that are suitable for HIIT. These are
good for a beginner as they are pretty straightforward, but you can continue with all of
them as you progress. Just find ways to increase the intensity either by increasing the
weight, the length of time in the interval or the number of reps.
The exercises are placed here in alphabetical order: they are not in any order of
importance, they need no9t be done in this order (ideally not) and they are not in order
of difficulty. Together, these exercises work all parts of the body, but you would not
incorporate all of them into a routine. As discussed later, you might do 6 to 8 of them in
a workout. Very little equipment is required to do most of these. This is the best way to
start. But make sure you have suitable clothing and a suitable place to do the workout.
(i)

Standing Dumbbell Row

Best done with two dumbbells but any two weights of a few kilos will do (can of beans,
litre of water).
a. Stand upright with your knees bent slightly bent. Take a dumbbell in each hand.
b. Bend your torso forward from the hips while keeping your back straight and your
feet firmly on the ground. Keep your head up (don’t look at the floor).
c. Raise the weights up keeping your elbows close to the sides of your body.
d. At the top of the move, pause for a moment and squeeze your shoulder blades
together before slowly releasing the weights down. Avoid any overextension of
the elbows at the end of the move.
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As variations on this exercise, you can do one arm at a time or both arms, and you can
alter your stance into a more upright position and lift the weights bringing the elbows
out from the body. To progress: increase the weight, extend the interval, or slightly
increase the speed of movement.
(ii)

Bicycle Crunch

This exercise is similar to a crunch, but your legs are working also.
a. Lie on the floor with your knees in a tabletop position and your hands behind
your head, just touching your head. Do not apply pressure.
b. Lift your shoulder blades off the ground and pull your tummy toward your spine,
pressing your lower back into the mat.
c. Straighten your left leg out while turning your upper body to the right, bringing
your left elbow toward your right knee. Make sure your rib cage is moving and
not just your elbows.
d. Repeat this action on the other side bringing your right elbow towards your left
knee while straightening your right leg.
e. Make sure you are moving your elbow towards you knee and that the knee only
moves a little towards your chest.

Concentrate on the technique on this one. If it’s too difficult to start with, do a simple
crunch instead. To progress: increase the interval or speed up (but without losing form).
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(iii)

Burpees

A seemingly simple exercise but a real effort is required to keep up a HIIT pace. This
should be a continuous exercise with no pauses or sharp breaks.
a. Stand upright, then squat and place your hands on the floor, just outside of your
feet.
b. Lean forward very slightly to put weight on your hands and jump your both feet
back together, as in a squat thrust, so you’re in a plank position.
c. Do a push-up. Try to make the transition from the jump to the push-up as
seamless as possible while maintaining your balance.
d. Immediately jump your feet back in towards hands, back to the squat position.
e. Without pausing, jump up as high as you can, while reaching arms overhead. Be
careful not to over-arch your back while reaching up and keep your knees a little
soft when touching back onto the floor.
f. Immediately repeat by going seamlessly into a squat and thrust.

The push-up can be difficult at first. The first few times just leave it out by going straight
from the squat thrust to the high jump. The first time you incorporate the push-up, rest
your knees on the floor while doing it.
To progress: increase the interval and speed up.

(iv)

High Standing Jump

Very straightforward and a good exercise to put early in a routine as you transition from
the warm-up.
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a. Stand upright with your hands by your sides. Slightly bend your knees but stay
upright with a straight back.
b. Jump straight up, raise your arms and reach your hands as high as you can with
your fingers extended.
c. Land softly and repeat immediately in a seamless move.

Do this exercise as quickly as you can at all times. To progress: extend the interval
without slowing.

(v)

High to Forearm Plank

Start in the high plank position then move to a forearm plank as quickly as possible and
back again.
a. Begin on all fours, hands and knees on the mat with your hands below your
shoulders and your neck and head in line with your back.
b. Keep your hands flat on the floor and lift up off your knees onto your toes. Gently
squeeze your glutes to engage them and keep your hands directly underneath
your shoulders. Pause, pull in your tummy and ensure your bottom is in line with
your back. (Make sure your bottom is not sticking up, but don’t arch your back.
You should not feel any back pain).
c. Keep your head positioned so that you are looking out in front. Lower one
forearm and then the other into the low (forearm) plank position. Hold for a very
brief moment.
d. Pull one hand back to below your shoulder, then the other and push your torso
back up into the high plank starting position.
e. Continue to alternate between the two positions as quickly as you can.
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To progress: speed up and extend the interval but make sure you have your back in line
at all times.

(vi)

Jumping Jacks

Very familiar and a great exercise to start a routine as it gets your heart pumping.
a. Stand upright looking straight ahead in a relaxed posture with your legs together
and your arms by your sides.
b. Bend your knees very slightly and jump raising both feet off the ground and
keeping your back and neck upright.
c. As you jump, spread your legs to be about shoulder-width apart. At the same
time, raise your arms over your head and touch your extended hands as you land
on the ground.
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d. Jump back to starting position bringing your arms back down to your sides.
Repeat the move without pausing.
Do this movement as quickly as you can in the time allowed. To progress, speed up, try
to jump a little higher and extend the interval.

(vii)

Kettlebell swing

This one needs a kettle bell but it’s a great one for a beginner as you can master it very
quickly. Choose an appropriate weight for yourself. The key is flexibility and reps, not
the weight.
a. Stand tall upright and grip a kettlebell handle with both your hands. Keep your
arms fairly straight with just the slightest softness at the elbows to avoid overextension.
b. Move your feet to a wide stance. Squeeze your shoulder blades together, engage
your core and raise the kettle bell in front to start the move.
c. Soften your knees ever so slightly but keep your legs straight. Bend forward
allowing the kettle bell to swing between your legs as far as is comfortable
without overbalancing. Breathe out as you do so.
d. Shift your bodyweight into your heels, drive through your heels and use the
strength of your lower body to swing the kettlebell upward making sure not to
place a strain on your lower back.
e. Raise the kettlebell to chest height keeping arms extended out in front. Breathe
in as you straighten up. Thrust your hips at the top while squeezing the glutes
and keeping your core tight. Repeat the move.

Use the weight and momentum of the kettlebell to help you with this exercise. Do it in
a fluid movement without pause except for the brief hip thrust at the top of the swing.
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Do it as quickly as you can with sufficient weight to be challenging but not to place any
strain on your back. To progress: extend the interval.

(viii)

Lateral Burpees

Place something low (a towel, a skipping rope or similar, a barbell if you’re feeling good)
on the floor to the right of where you are standing.
a. Begin by doing a regular burpee by squatting, jumping your feet back, doing a
push-up, and hopping feet back to your hands as described earlier.
b. Jump up and to the right clearing what you have placed on the floor, while
clapping your hands overhead.
c. Do another burpee starting from the new position on the floor: squat, thrust
back, do a push-up, and return to the squat. This time jump up and to the left,
crossing the towel, thereby returning to your original floor position.
d. Continue the burpees with alternating lateral jumps.
To progress: speed up and increase the size/height of the lateral jump.

(ix)

Leg Reach

This exercise starts with your legs in the tabletop position and lying on your back as in
the bicycle crunch above.
a. Raise your upper back and head off the mat and reach your fingers towards
your toes.
b. Lengthen your legs away so that your knees straighten and lower your legs to
a 45 degree position. Do not move them too close to the ground.
c. As you do so, lower your upper body and reach your arms overhead. Keep
your lower back pressed onto the floor.
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d. Reverse the movement by bending your legs back into tabletop position. As
you do so, lift your upper body off the floor and reach your hands toward
your toes.

To progress: speed up and extend the interval. Try holding a dumbbell in your hands.

(x)

Lunges

It's important to do lunges properly so you don't want to pull a muscle through overextension of put unwanted strain on your joints.
a. Stand with your upper body straight, your shoulders back and relaxed and chin
up. Don’t allow yourself to look down. You may place your hands on your hips
for balance. Engage your core.
b. Step forward with your right leg, lowering your hips and your left knee towards
the ground. Take a large step but not so far you feel pain in the back of your right
leg or overbalance.
c. Both knees are bent at about a 90-degree angle at full extension. Make sure your
right knee is directly above your ankle and that your left knee does not touch the
floor.
d. Push through your heels back up to the starting position. Keep the weight in your
heels and be careful not to arch your back as you do so.
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e. Repeat by stepping forward on your left leg and then returning to the starting
position. Your feet should always return to the same spot on the floor.

This is the basic lunge. There are numerous variations. Do it as quickly as you can but
maintain your balance and make sure you continue to do it correctly. To progress: use a
variation such as holding a dumbbell in each hand.

(xi)

Mountain Climber

To start, move into the high plank position as described above. Throughout, make sure
to keep your back in line.
a. From the starting position with your weight on your hands and toes, lift one foot
slightly off the ground and drive that knee in towards your chest.
b. Without pausing, move that leg quickly back to the starting position.
c. As soon as the first leg is extended, drive the opposite knee in and then extend
back to the starting position.
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d. Continue alternating your legs, moving as fast as possible. Don’t bounce, keep
your back flat and in line with your head and shoulders, and only raise your
moving foot sufficiently off the ground to allow it to move.
To progress: speed up extend the interval. But stay aware of the need to retain the
correct plank posture.

(xii)

Plank Jacks

Again, form a plank as your starting position. As above, keep your core tight, with your
hips lifted and your neck in line with your spine.
a. Shift your weight forward slightly but keep your elbows below your shoulders.
b. Jump your feet out and in, both at the same time. Keep the rest of your body
steady. Stay on your toes and avoid hitting the ground hard as you move.
c. Continue without pausing with fluid movements as quickly as you can.

Be careful not to arch your back. To progress: extend the interval.
(xiii)

Push-up

Push-ups are a familiar exercise but make sure you do them correctly without placing
strain on your back.
a. Start in the high plank position with hands directly under shoulders. Remain
aware of the need to keep you head up and in line with your back.
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b. Breathe out and lower your chest to the floor by bending your elbows with your
hands flat on the ground. Keep you core muscles tight.
c. Once your chest brushes the floor, immediately push back up to starting position
breathing out and pulling your tummy towards your back as you do so.

If you find push-ups difficult at first, do them with your knees on the ground. To progress,
speed up and extend the interval to increase the number of reps.

(xiv)

Skipping (with or without a rope)

This needs little explanation and is a great way to transition from the warm-up to the
routine. If you don’t have a rope just do the same movements including swinging the
arms slightly.
Either do it as jumps (both feet off the ground together) or skips (alternating feet off the
ground).
Skip as quickly as you can, drawing your knees up towards your chest.
To progress: speed up.

(xv)

Side Lunges

This seemingly simple exercise will challenge your flexibility and balance.
a. Stand with your feet together and your hands held together close to your chest
(for balance). Keep your back straight.
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b. Take a large step to the left in line with your body. Keep your right leg straight
and bend your left knee.
c. Step your left foot back to standing, and repeat, stepping out with your right foot
this time.
d. Continue switching back and forth.

To progress: extend the interval.
(xvi)

Sit-Ups/Crunches

One of the best known ways to train the core muscles can be used in HIIT as a slow
moving exercise.
a. Lie on your back with bent knees and feet flat on the ground. Place your fingertips
behind your ears or fold your hands across your chest. Do not place any pressure
on your head or neck.
b. Breathe in. Then tighten your abdominal muscles and draw your tummy towards
your spine.
c. As you breathe out, first lift your head gently, followed by your shoulder
blades. Continue the move until you are in a sitting position. Keep your heels and
toes flat to the ground without arching your feet at all times.
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d. Hold the position for a second, and with a slow, controlled move return to lying
on your back. Take your time.

Technique, not speed, is central here no matter your level of fitness. To progress: extend
the interval or introduce a variation.

(xvii) Stationary Bike (or Treadmill)
If you have access to a bike or treadmill then use these either as part of the routine or in
the warmup. Go easy during the warmup but sprint during the routine.

(xviii) Running on the Spot (high knees)
Again, this is a good exercise to put first as you transition from the warm-up. It’s
straightforward but there are a couple of form issues to remember.
a. Run by raising your knees up towards your chest while pumping with your hands
as if you were running. Return your foot to its starting position.
b. Stay upright and relaxed. Keep your head and back straight and in line.
c. Make sure you breathe evenly while doing this exercise.
To progress: speed up to full sprint.
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(xix)

Squat with Overhead Press

Sometimes called a thruster this exercise combines the lower body benefits of a squat
with the upper body benefits of weights.
a. Stand up straight with your feet shoulder width apart.
b. Hold a dumbbell in each hand and raise your hands to shoulder level with your
elbows bent and your hands close to your shoulders. (Kettlebells can also be
used. If using a kettlebell be careful not to place undue pressure on your wrists).
c. Push your hips back and lower into a squat keeping your back straight and your
head up. Return to standing by pushing through your feet in a smooth motion.
As you do so, push the weights up overhead and fully extend arms. Pause at the
top and squeeze your glutes.
d. Lower the weights back towards shoulder level and immediately lower into your
next squat. Repeat the moves.

To progress: increase the weights, lower the squat and extend the interval.

(xx)

Standing Squat (with or without jump)

The standing squat, sometimes known as the air squat, is a great, low impact exercise
for the lower body especially the thighs, but also the abs and lower back.
1. Stand with your feet slightly wider than your shoulders, feet parallel or toes
slightly turned out.
2. Bend your knees, lowering your hips deeply. Keep your back straight while
leaning slightly forward and hold your arms straight out in front, level with your
shoulders, and parallel to the ground.
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3. Bring your thighs parallel to the floor or as low as you can go, keeping weight
back in your heels. Hold at the low level for a second.
4. Rise back up, straightening the legs completely, squeezing the glutes at the top
of the movement to get the most out of the exercise.

To progress: Add a jump as you raise back up out of the squat and increase the power of
the movement.

(xxi)

Triceps Dips

Find a stable chair. A bench or step of a similar height to a chair will do just as well.
1. Sit on the edge of the chair and grip the edge next to your hips. Extend your legs
in front with your feet shoulder width apart and your heels touching the ground.
Look straight ahead with your chin up.
2. Press into your palms to lift your body and slide forward just far enough that your
body is clear of the edge of the chair. Do not lock your elbows, always keep them
soft at the top of the move.
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3. Lower yourself until your elbows are bent between 45 and 90 degrees. As you
lower, your back should remain close to the chair’s edge. Don’t lean forward and
don’t let your shoulders move up towards your ears.
4. Slowly push yourself back up to the start position and repeat. Control the
movement throughout the range of motion. Be careful that the pressure is felt
in your triceps, not your shoulders or back.

When beginning HIIT, keep your feet flat on the floor close to the chair until you build
ability. To progress: speed up a bit. Consider lifting one foot off the ground alternatively
on every second rep.

(xxii) Walkout on Hands
This is a good exercise to finish your routine and begin the transition to the longer
recovery and cool-down.
a. Stand with feet shoulder-width apart. Bend forward at your waist and place your
hands on the floor keeping your legs straight and your heels on the ground.
b. Walk your hands out, one in front of the other, as far as you can, making perhaps
three to four steps with each hand. Try to keep your hands as flat as you can on
the floor. Keep your legs as straight as you can but you can allow your heels to
begin to lift off the ground. However, don’t push with your toes.
c. Pause at your full extension for a moment. Then walk your hands back to your
feet. Again, keep your legs straight, your hands as flat as you can and get your
heels back onto the floor as soon as you can.
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d. Keep repeating the moves for the interval.

To progress: increase the size of the move out to get as far as a plank before returning
to standing. Keep the legs straighter and keep better contact with the floor.
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4.

Sounds Like Circuits: What’s the Difference?

Most, if not all these exercises, will be familiar to anyone who have ever done circuits.
So, is HIIT not just circuits dressed up in new language?
If this is what you think it is possible you make not have grasped some key ideas about
what makes HIIT quite different to other forms of exercise. The important point is that
the differences are in the approach and structure of the exercises. It is just that the types
of exercises are similar.
Overview of Circuits
Circuit training, often described as group strength or bootcamp training, typically takes
place in class environments, led by an instructor, that are made up of a number of
independent exercise ‘stations’. Each station involves undertaking a particular exercise
or movement that is undertaken for a set time, or number of reps. When doing circuits,
you aim to complete each exercise in quick succession with the best form possible.
The number of stations can vary but will usually comprise 8 to 12 stations. A circuit
involves competing all the stations. You can do a number of circuits during the workout,
perhaps varying the time spend at each station. Or you can aim to do as many as possible
within a time period, with a set time at each station. The various exercises can include
aerobic exercises, such as mountain climbers or burpees, strength exercises involving
barbells or (vary occasionally) machines, and bodyweight exercises such as planks, pushups and crunches.
There will usually be a rest period between each station or the circuit can be structured
so that the aerobic exercises – which will get your heart beating faster, put pressure on
your breathing and raise your body temperature – can be alternated with bodyweight
exercises, such as planks, that will build strength and give your body a chance to recover
a bit from the effects of the aerobic movement.
High Intensity Intervals
The initial setup and premise can appear similar with interval training such as HIIT. The
exercises can indeed be similar, but they will typically involve little movement from one
station to another. It is also likely that there will be a smaller number of exercises
involved – five to eight is more typical and they are also much more suitable to being
done by a person on their own.
A noticeable difference is what is expected in the activity interval. The time spent on
each exercise will be shorter than in the case of circuits, usually 12 to 15 seconds, and
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seldom over 20 seconds. However, the aim is to go ‘all-out’ in this interval so that the
rest is absolutely essential.
The overall length of the workout will also be shorter, typically around 15 to 18 minutes
and seldom much over 20 minutes. There is never any concept of pacing yourself, as
would be needed to go beyond this time period. The evidence indicates that this will
produce results on a par with much longer workouts that do not involve such intensity
and recovery. But the key requirement is to be able and willing to put everything in for
a short period. If you are doing so, then 10 to 15 second of 100% effort will likely be your
limit before rest.
This need for ‘all out’ effort distinguishes HIIT and also means that it is an appropriate
form of exercise for all levels of ability. Even a beginner will be able to sustain full effort
for a short period. On the other hand, a highly trained athlete will be working at a level
of performance at 100% effort that they will only be able to sustain the effort for a time.
To achieve this, the rest period must be taken seriously. It means total rest, not a lower
level of activity of a move to a different type of exercise. With HIIT, much more emphasis
is placed on the importance of the rest periods and the relative times spent in the activity
and rest intervals.

Identify Your Goals, Then Your Exercise Routine
Both approaches to exercise are useful and there are a number of similarities. Both
involve raising your heart rate and using a wide range of body muscles. So, both are
good as a full body workout and will help with cardio fitness. Both types also burn a lot
of glycogen which is the form in which your body stores the carbohydrates you consume.
So, both help in weight control, provided you follow an appropriate diet.
Apart from the different structure of the routines, it is noticeable that circuits involve
undertaking a greater mix of exercises during any particular workout and the mix will be
less with HIIT. With HIIT, you will be repeating the same move more often during any
workout so you should aim to have a variety of routines and follow one in each workout.
This means that circuits are best designed to improve your overall general fitness. Other
exercise regimes will achieve this also, but circuits are particularly effective and efficient
in doing so with a limited time input.
The downside of this all-round aspect of circuits is that it is not a particularly good
approach if your primary aim is to build muscle and overall body strength. However, if
used with a weights program they will ensure a balanced development of fitness. Neither
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are circuits particularly targeted or effective at developing flexibility. Pilates or yoga
classes are a better use of your time if this is your aim.
The structure of HIIT sessions mean they are more effective as cardio sessions
particularly for building endurance, that is, the ability work at full capacity for longer. If
your aim is to lose weight, HIIT is known to affect the body’s metabolism, that is the
ability of the body to access and use stored fat, due to the alternating short periods of
extreme activity and complete rest. This contributes to weight loss in a way that circuits
won’t, thereby making HIIT better for this purpose. HIIT is then very effective as the
cardio fitness element of a weight loss program when combined with diet.
However, HIIT must never be the only type of exercise as sessions must be limited to no
more than two per week and never on consecutive days. In summary, there are
similarities between HIIT and circuits. However, depending on your goals, and
particularly if weight loss is an aim, you can decide on which approach suits you best.
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5.

Warming-up and Cooling-down

Adequate warm-up and cool-down exercises are essential elements of HIIT. The exact
content is up to you as you can be flexible in terms of the exercises and how long you
take. The appropriate exercises will also depend on what is included in the HIIT routing,
which depends in part on your level of ability and your goals. Here are suggested
routines.
Warm-up Exercises
Start with a series of dynamic stretches. If you are unfamiliar with the difference
between static and dynamic stretching, download this free ‘Start Stretching’ video
course. It also demonstrates most of the stretches you will need.
Shoulder rolls: stand upright and start with the shoulders relaxed. Move both shoulders
forward and up towards your ears. At the top bring them back and then down to the
starting position. Do it slowly and repeat 4 or 5 times. Then reverse the movement, that
is, bring the shoulders back and then up.

Neck roll: stand upright drop your head towards your chest keeping your shoulders in
line with a straight back. Move your head in a clockwise direction towards your right
shoulder, then back, towards your left shoulder and return to the starting position. Do
three circles. Then repeat in the reverse direction.
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Arm circles: stand uptight, side on to a wall and balance with one hand against the wall.
Swing the other arm in as complete a circle as possible. Do 5 circles. Then reverse and
repeat. Put the other arm on the wall, adjust your position and repeat. If you prefer,
you can sand away from a wall and swing both arms together.
Swinging toe touches: stand with your feet wide apart and bend forward. Touch the
ground with your hands keeping your legs straight. Touch your right foot with your left
hand while twisting your torso and reaching your fully extended right arm above and
behind your body. Keep your feet firmly planted on the ground. Quickly reverse the
move and touch your left foot with you right hand while twisting and swinging your left
arm above your body. Increase the speed and extent of the rotation. Touch each toe at
least 10 times.

Leg swings: Stand upright side on to a wall. Put your left hand on a wall or similar to give
you balance. Swing your right leg keeping it in line with your body. Keep the leg straight
but relaxed. Bring it up high enough at both the front and back to feel a strain on your
upper leg and hips but not enough o overbalance or injure you. Swing front and back for
10 times. Then put your right hand on the wall and swing your left leg in the same way.
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Leg lifts (Frankenstein walks): stand upright, keep your left foot firmly planted on the
ground and raise your right knee up close to your chest bending your leg at the knee.
Straighten the leg out and take and return it to the ground taking an exaggerated step
forward. Do the same for the left leg. Repeat about 10 times.

Follow these stretches with 3 to 5 minutes of moderate aerobic exercise. This could be
a short jog or, if you have access, a moderately paced jog on a treadmill or a short cycle
on a gym bike. If you are indoors and don’t have this equipment simply do a jog on the
spot. Don’t go too fast but try to raise your knees up much further than you normally
would while jogging.
For the final 20 seconds or so try to increase the pace a bit, but don’t go anywhere near
a sprint. Or if you have a skipping rope use this at a moderate pace. Once finished the
warm-up go straight into the HIIT routine only stopping for a few seconds to set yourself
and get a quick drink.

Cool-down Routine
There has been plenty of debate about the usefulness of cool-down stretching with some
studies concluding that there are no benefits. However, many professionals continue to
recommend a cool-down to assist recovery. I am firmly of the opinion that it is a benefit,
especially with a routine such as HIIT and especially if you are an occasional exerciser. In
any case, it won’t add a lot in terms of the effort and time required and it will bring your
heart rate and breathing back to normal before you leave the exercise environment.
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Take a little longer over each exercise than you would do in a warm-up, taking a few
moments between each stretch to slow your breathing and relax your body. Also
remember that you should use static stretches, that is, those that aim to lengthen and
relax a muscle and involve holding a muscle in position rather than a movement.
Shoulder rolls: Do the shoulder rolls similar to in the warmup but his time place the
emphasis on your breathing. Breathe in as you move the shoulders up and breathe out
as you move them down. You are aiming to get your breathing back to normal as soon
as possible.
Cross Body Shoulder stretch: Take your right arm across your chest keeping the arm
straight and the fingers extended. Bring your left arm up under your right arm and bend
you left elbow so that you are supporting and pinning the right arm to your body. Keep
your your head up and your shoulders down while pressing the arm to your body. Turn
your head to the right and hold for 10 seconds. Then reverse the arms.

Wall stretch: Stand arms-length from a wall facing the wall. Take a small step with your
right leg towards the wall, leaning forward as you do so and place your right foot on the
floor with the knee bent. Place both hands on the wall and move your left leg straight
out behind you and place your foot on the floor. Push your weight against the wall and
into the ground with your left foot. Hold for 20 seconds feeling the stretch on the back
of the left leg. Then reverse and do the same for the right leg.
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Standing calf stretch: Stand on the edge of a small step with your heels over the edge of
the step. Move your right heel down below the level of the step keeping you toes firmly
on the step. Place weight on this leg making sure not to over balance. Feel the stretch
into your right calf and hold for 20 seconds. Then do the same for your left calf.

Quad stretch: Stand upright and place your right hand on a wall for balance. Bend your
left leg up behind you and catch it with your free hand. Pull the heel in against your
bottom while pushing your hips forward and keeping your other leg straight with a slight
softness at the knee. Hold for 20 seconds feeling the stretch on the front of the left leg.
Then do the same for your right leg.
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Toe Touch: Stand up straight with your legs slightly apart and bend forward allowing you
hands to fall towards the ground. Keep you legs straight and bring your hands as close
as possible to your feet. Breathe out. Slowly straighten up stacking your spine and
breathe in. Repeat twice more.

Body stretch: Stand upright with your feet close together. Breathe in and as you do so
bring your hands above your together and keep close together. Extend as far as possible
above your head and hold for a few seconds. Stand up on your toes as you do so to make
your body as long as possible. Then relax back to the starting position and breathe out.
Do this 3 times.

Shake out your arms and legs and walk slowly for a few seconds. Make sure you have
plenty to drink and a light protein rich snack within the next hour.
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6.

Beginner’s HIIT Workouts: Weeks 1 to 6

Below are two sample routines that are suitable for beginners and for use with increasing
intensity as you progress. Each activity and rest interval should total 1 minute. The idea
is to start within your abilities and slowly increase the intensity by increasing both the
length of the exercise intervals and the overall length of the routine. The rest interval
includes getting prepared for the next activity interval.
Follow the following timetable:
Number of
Routine
Circuits
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6

A
A
B
B
A
B

2
2
2
2
3
3

Activity
Rest
Interval
Intervals
Seconds
15
45
20
40
15
45
20
40
20
40
20
40

Routine A:
1. Skipping
2. Standing Squat
3. Burpees
4. Standing Dumbbell Row
5. Mountain Climber
6. Triceps Dips

Total Time Ex.
Warm-up & Cooldown (Minutes)
12
12
14
14
18
21

Routine B:
1. Standing Sprint
2. Squat with Overhead Press
3. Lateral Burpees
4. Lunges
5. Jumping Jacks
6. High to Forearm Plank
7. Walkout on Hands

It’s a good idea to alternate the routines each week to avoid boredom and unbalanced
muscle development. Beyond week 6, continue to do 3 circuits and consider introducing
an additional exercise to each routine and/or modifying the one you find easiest to make
it more challenging. But don’t go beyond 25 minutes in total, excluding the time
allocated to warm-up and cool-down.
Aim to get to 40 second of activity and 20 seconds of rest eventually. Remember also:
don’t do any more than 2 HIIT session per week and do other routines on at least 2 other
days.
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7.

Final Note

It’s easy to see why HIIT has become so popular. By alternating bursts of high-intensity
work with rest periods HIIT will enable you to increase your body’s ability to burn fat,
boost your metabolism, improve your cardiovascular fitness, and build muscle. All this
in a short period of time, without specialised equipment and using easy to learn
exercises. Plus, you can constantly change your routines to keep it interesting.
But you need to learn the basic essentials of HIIT if you are to do it right.

Free Video Course: HIIT is for You
To get you started, we have put together a short video course to introduce you to HIIT.
The course comprises 8 videos that will take you through topics including how HIIT assists
in weight control, fat loss, and building endurance. It also addresses common mistakes
that people new to HIIT typically make and outlines ways to improve your diet to get the
best from this form of exercise.
You can find out more about the course and get instant access to this course by clicking
on this link, or on the image below. The course if completely free, there is absolutely no
commitment and you are not signing up to anything other than the free course videos
and a few emails that will explain HIIT further.
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